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I. About the RESL.eu project

The RESL.eu project aims to provide insights into the mechanisms and processes influencing a pupil’s leaving school or training early. In addition, RESL.eu intends to identify and analyze the intervention and compensation measures that succeed in keeping pupils in education or training, in spite of their high risk of ESL, and ultimately, to disclose these insights and good practices to various audiences. The project key objectives are:

1. To design common EU definitions and concepts on early school leaving and conduct comparative policy analyses
2. To collect data on youngsters, families, schools and particular research areas across partner countries in Europe
3. Identify characteristics of youth at risk of ESL as well as protective factors (such as social support mechanisms, resiliency and agency of pupils, etc.) which may encourage potential ESL pupils to gain qualifications via alternative learning arenas
4. Examine ESL prevention in schools and ESL remediation through alternative learning arenas in seven EU member states in order to let good practices inform a EU policy on Early School Leaving.

RESL.eu: Thematic research fields

The project's focus is on the development and implementation of education policies, and the transferability of country-specific good practices. Its ultimate aim lies in the development of generic conceptual models based on good practices to predict and tackle ESL that contribute to local, national and EU policies. RESL.eu also seeks to understand the mechanisms behind, processes leading to and trajectories following ESL through its focus on the actions, perceptions and discourses of all pupils (ESL and not-ESL) as well as those of significant others (family, peer group, school or alternative learning arena, community). Finally, the project intends to build on the success and efficacy of specific measures to tackle ESL and develop creative and innovative approaches for knowledge and skill transfer in a school context or in alternative learning arenas across partner countries.

How and where the project operates

- Nine countries across Europe are involved in the RESL.eu project: Belgium, UK, Sweden, Portugal the Netherlands, Poland, Spain, Hungary and Austria.
- New survey data will be collected among 2,000 pupils in each country across two different research areas and four different schools (except Hungary and Austria)
- Two years later, the same pupils will be requested for a follow-up survey enquiring about their trajectory during the intermediate period.
- In the meantime, qualitative interviewing will take place through contacts with 28 selected pupils consisting of both school stayers (at risk for ESL) and school leavers (ESL)
- In each country, 100 school staff and school administrators will be surveyed.
II. Early School Leaving in Europe & the nine RESL.eu countries

Early School Leaving (ESL), as defined by the EU, refers to young people aged between 18 and 24, who have attained no higher than lower secondary education and who are not currently receiving any education or training. Low levels of education have severe consequences for the young people involved, but are also associated with high societal and economic costs. As can be seen in Figure 1, current national rates of ESL vary greatly between EU member states and these national averages also belie significant regional variations (for example, between French-speaking Wallonia and Dutch-speaking Flanders in Belgium). Whilst the current EU average is at 12.8%, countries such as Spain (ES), Malta (MT) and Portugal (PT) are experiencing ESL rates above 20%, while, at the other end of the spectrum, Croatia (HR) and Slovenia (SI) have less than 5% of young people defined as early school leavers.

![Figure 1 – Rates of Early School Leaving in the EU (% national averages, 2012)](image)

The partners for the RESL.eu project were chosen as they displayed a broad range of national rates of ESL – Portugal and Spain, as previously, noted experiencing the highest rates in the EU; whilst Poland and Austria were already, in 2009, below the Europe 2020 target of 10%. As shown in Table 1, the overall downward trend between 2009 and 2012 seen across the EU also belies the fact that in some countries (Poland, Belgium, Spain) there has actually been an increase in the ESL rate. Other member states, most notably Sweden and Portugal has made significant strides towards reducing their levels of ESL, exceeding the average EU decrease by two or three times.

Eurostat figures for 2012 show that four of the RESL.eu partners (Poland, Austria, Sweden, the Netherlands) currently have ESL rates below the Europe 2020 target figure of 10%; a further three (Belgium, Hungary, the United Kingdom) are at or around the EU average for early school leaving; and two (Spain, Portugal) are still experiencing elevated rates of ESL in excess of twice the EU target.
### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>21.4%</td>
<td>24.9%</td>
<td>+16.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>31.2%</td>
<td>20.8%</td>
<td>-33.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>15.7%</td>
<td>13.5%</td>
<td>-14.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU-28</td>
<td>14.2%</td>
<td>12.7%</td>
<td>-11.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>11.1%</td>
<td>12.0%</td>
<td>+8.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>11.2%</td>
<td>11.5%</td>
<td>+2.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>10.9%</td>
<td>8.8%</td>
<td>-19.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>8.7%</td>
<td>7.6%</td>
<td>-12.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>10.7%</td>
<td>7.5%</td>
<td>-29.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>5.3%</td>
<td>5.7%</td>
<td>+7.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 – Trend (2009-12) in national rates of Early School Leaving
Source: Eurostat, 2012 [edat_lfse_14]

### Educational Attainment

Educational attainment – particularly the attainment of upper secondary education, which in this context can be viewed as somewhat complementary to the concept of ‘early school leaving’ – is also routinely collected through international and EU-level statistical surveys as a key socioeconomic variable. Eurostat define the youth educational attainment level as the percentage of 20-24 year olds having achieved at least an upper secondary educational qualification.

Amongst the RESL.eu partner countries, whilst countries such as the UK and the Netherlands are in line with the EU mean, Poland’s educational attainment level (89.8%) is almost one-and-a-half times that of Spain (62.8%) and there is a considerable gap between the majority of the partner countries to the levels seen in Portugal and Spain. This could be due to differences that exist in the educational systems of these countries, for example, non-compulsory upper secondary education or different labour market conditions for those making the transition from school to work, for example, a high demand for relatively lower skilled labour.

### Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>2012</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>89.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>86.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>86.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>83.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>82.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>81.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU-28</td>
<td>80.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>79.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>67.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>62.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 – Youth educational attainment level in RESL.eu partner countries, 2002-12
Source: Eurostat, 2002-12 [edat_lfse_06]
The lagging behind of young boys in terms of educational attainment is well-established phenomenon and across the EU boys have lower rates of attainment than girls.

Looking at national average data, however, it is apparent that this is a much more significant issue in some countries than others. For Portugal and Spain the gender gap is more than 12 percentage points, with the rate of boys achieving upper secondary qualifications hovering close to 50%.

By contrast, in Poland and Austria the attainment rate for boys is more than 85%. Although both these countries have high overall rates of educational attainment, the gender gap is more than four times narrower in Austria than in Poland.

Reducing this gap requires in some countries, therefore, a more gendered approach in order to increase the rate of young boys failing to reach the benchmark of upper secondary education.

### Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>% 20-24 year olds with at least upper secondary education (2012)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Boys</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>59.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>56.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>86.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>76.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>79.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU-28</td>
<td>77.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>84.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>80.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>82.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>85.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 Gender differences in educational attainment levels in RESL.eu partner countries
Source: Eurostat, 2012 [edat_lfse_06]

**Youth Unemployment**

Increases in youth unemployment have been apparent since the beginning of the economic crisis in 2007/08. However, this must also be viewed within the context of an overall increase in unemployment, for both adult and youth populations. To analyse the relative levels of youth unemployment in terms of the wider labour market conditions it is useful to look at the youth-to-adult unemployment ratio. This indicator represents the extent to which young people are more adversely affected by unemployment compared to the adult (over 25) population.

The next table shows that on average, in the EU, people are 2.5 times more likely to be unemployed if they are under 25 than if they are an adult worker. In Sweden the youth population experience unemployment at more than four times the rate of the adult population, whilst the ratio is 3 or higher in a further three RESL.eu partner countries (UK, Belgium and Poland). This suggests that there are specific conditions beyond the general macroeconomic situation that inhibit younger workers from finding employment.
The link between education and employment is well established and for young people making their transition from school to work, qualification levels do have an impact on unemployment rates. The EU sets a benchmark of having achieved at least upper secondary education, without which young people are said to be ‘early school leavers’. Young people who have not attained this level of education are 1.5 times more likely to be unemployed (see table 14), whilst in countries with high rates of youth unemployment, such as Sweden, the UK and Belgium, achieving at least this level of education appears even more important, with rates of youth unemployment for those without upper secondary education more than double their better-qualified counterparts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4</th>
<th>Unemployment rate, 2012 (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(a) Youth population (15-24 year olds)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>23.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>26.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>19.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>28.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>37.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU-28</td>
<td>22.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>8.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>53.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>9.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹The ratio of the unemployment rate of young people (aged 15-24) to adults (aged 25-64): It is calculated by dividing the former (a) by the latter (b).

Table 4 – Youth-to-adult unemployment ratio in RESL.eu partner countries (2012)
Source: Eurostat, 2013 [une_rt_a]

The link between education and employment is well established and for young people making their transition from school to work, qualification levels do have an impact on unemployment rates. The EU sets a benchmark of having achieved at least upper secondary education, without which young people are said to be ‘early school leavers’. Young people who have not attained this level of education are 1.5 times more likely to be unemployed (see table 14), whilst in countries with high rates of youth unemployment, as compared to the adult population, such as Sweden, the UK and Belgium, achieving at least this level of education appears even more important, with rates of youth unemployment for those without upper secondary education more than double their better-qualified counterparts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 5</th>
<th>Youth unemployment rate, 2012 (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(a) Education level below upper secondary (ISCED 0-2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>38.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>37.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>32.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>13.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>44.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>12.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU-28</td>
<td>30.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>59.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>33.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>39.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹The ratio of the unemployment rate of young people without upper secondary education to those who have attained this level of education: It is calculated by dividing the former (a) by the latter (b).

Table 5 Youth unemployment rates in RESL.eu countries, by highest level of education
Source: Eurostat, 2013 [yth_empl_010]
Non-participation in Education, Employment or Training - NEET

Beyond a focus on educational attainment, it is useful also to look at the labour market outcomes of young people. Young people may or may not be enrolled on a course of study and may additionally be employed or, conversely, either economically inactive (studying full-time or removed from the labour market for another reason) or unemployed (looking for work, but unable to find any) – that is, ‘not in employment’ (Table 5). Those young people who are neither in employment nor education or training – so-called NEETs – are amongst the most vulnerable, as they can be assumed to be having difficulties in finding a job, whilst not seeking to acquire further skills via training or education. For this reason young NEETs are a group that is of particular interest to policy makers at national and EU level as initiatives are sought to reintegrate these young people back into the labour market (either directly or via training programmes).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 6</th>
<th>In education or training (%)</th>
<th>Not in education or training (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>In employment</td>
<td>Not in employment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>51.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>54.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>49.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>22.0</td>
<td>23.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU-28</td>
<td>15.6</td>
<td>40.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>51.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>50.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>23.0</td>
<td>37.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>26.3</td>
<td>27.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>45.8</td>
<td>24.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6 Rates of participation in education and training, by employment status (including NEET rates)
Source: Eurostat, 2012 [edat_lfse_18]

Amongst the participant countries in the RESL.eu countries the Netherlands and Austria have the lowest proportion of NEETs – both less than 10% of 18-24 year olds. Highest rates of NEET were observed in Spain (23.8%), Hungary (19.5%) and Portugal (18.7%). Differences in work cultures can also be seen in Table 17 as almost half of young people in education or training in the Netherlands work in addition to their studies. This is almost three times the average for the EU-28 and more than six times the proportion of working students in Portugal, Spain, Belgium or Hungary. Experience in the labour market whilst still undertaking studies would benefit the full transition from school to work for young people in those countries where this is seen as ‘the norm’, which is, in turn, reflected in lower NEET rates seen there.
III. Disseminating the European political common grammar in education: ESL as a EU concern

In the EU, the reconfiguration of political coordination resulting from power allocation upwards (to the European level), downwards (to the regions and local authorities) and sideways (to public/private networks) (Hooghe and Marks 2001) has created conditions for the Open Method of Coordination (OMC) to emerge as a privileged EU instrument for political coordination. The OMC was later extended to education. The countries have used the opportunities created by OMC processes to introduce new regulatory mechanisms dealing with their specificities at the national level. This governance system is based upon principles such as subsidiarity, flexibility, participation and policy integration. European multi-level integration is being configured as a political system rather than a legal process (Borràs and Jacobson 2004).

This loose coordination, or coordination of coordination mode (Dale 2007), was put in motion by means of governance networking involving organisations, associations, agencies and committees in charge of the implementation processes. It relies on ‘soft law’ and reflects upon the establishment of standards, guidelines and procedures at the national and institutional levels. Moreover, it affects the field of institutional governance, as well as the production of educational indicators that are being used throughout European education.

National governments have used the opportunities and constraints arising from the multi-level and multi-layered processes to carry out policies aimed at European integration and policies aimed at pursuing national goals (re-nationalisation policies, as pointed out by Musselin and Paradise, 2009).

In Roger Dale’s perspective (2007), the interaction between national and European scales must not limit the analytical perspectives by locking them into an either/or relationship. Rather, they should be seen in a framework of a both/and relationship, allowing, for instance, an analysis of the rise of parallel discourses at national and European levels. This relation becomes apparent throughout this study/paper.

The convergence intended by the Lisbon Agenda 2000 has influenced the consolidation of a European dimension in education. The coordination structures and processes are providing an educational and political grammar that is framing education reforms. The coordination of coordination is also based on what Balzer and Martens (2004) designate “governance by ‘opinion formation’”, i.e., “the capacity of the EU to initiate and influence national discourses about educational issues” (2004:7). This is about ‘thematic’ governance involving not only the content but also the means that provide materiality to the models and concepts to be disseminated. Nóvoa states that "one of the most powerful modes of governance that are being managed in Europe" is comparability (Nóvoa 2002: 144) (see also Nóvoa and DeJong-Lambert 2003).

When comparing education policies across European countries, it becomes evident that their pace of implementation and their very nature are diverse and far from converging. However, the grammar (Magalhães et al. 2013) of the legitimating discourses of the reforms enables a considerable degree of convergence; if not around a specific narrative at least in the concepts and jargon that are used both nationally and internationally to ‘talk’ about education. European actors provide centrality to normative and cultural-cognitive elements rather than to regulatory complying instruments.
The 2007 Treaty of Lisbon was passed in 2009 and reinforced the political features of the OMC by clarifying the competences of the EU as a collective, those of the individual EU member states, and their shared competences. The efficiency of these soft political instruments relies on the fact that they put national reputation under scrutiny, as the responsibility for not maintaining the strategic European objectives brings ‘blaming, naming and shaming’ in international comparisons. Although research identifies national resistance to EU political coordination (Alexiadou 2005), it also recognises its growing influence on education policies, a national remit under the principle of subsidiarity, throughout Europe. This tension is reflected throughout the EU in the nuances of policy implementation: in the resistance to policies as well as in the mere rhetorical adherence to the European level education policies (Radaelli 2003).

The 2000 Lisbon Strategy

EU documents play a key role in the process of Europeanisation of education policies. In that respect, the Lisbon Summit and the Lisbon Strategy it endorsed represented an important landmark. In March 2000, the EU member states committed themselves to the goal of making the EU "the most competitive and dynamic knowledge-based economy in the world, capable of sustainable economic growth with more and better jobs and greater social cohesion" (Lisbon European Council 2000 n/p). This goal was set out as a new strategy for the following decade and it was to be achieved by

... preparing the transition to a knowledge-based economy and society by better policies for the information society and R&D, as well as by stepping up the process of structural reform for competitiveness and innovation and by completing the internal market (Ibid.).

This political goal has had visible impacts on education policies as well as on social policies. The political drivers of the Lisbon Strategy articulate the investment in education and in the modernisation of the European social system as being essential both to dealing with social exclusion and to contributing to economic growth and sustainability. These drivers interact to promote employment and social cohesion and are the framework within which the EU concern with ESL can be understood.

The Lisbon Strategy brought education to the fore in an unprecedented way in the European Commission agenda. It recommended member states to increase their investment in R&D (at least 3% of GDP) and to promote entrepreneurship in order to achieve a 70% (60% for women) employment rate. Such strategy aimed at improving ‘quality’ and ‘effectiveness’ under the commitment to ensure social inclusion. It endorsed states to commit to a system of goal setting and evaluation processes to assess and compare the performance and achievement of educational objectives.

In line with that, the EU Council (2003) agreed to establish a series of reference levels of European average performance in education and training (benchmarks), while taking into account the starting point of each of the member states. These benchmarks were expected to be used as a tool for monitoring the implementation of the detailed work program on the follow-up of the objectives of education and training systems in Europe, based on comparable data.
The European Parliament resolution on the mid-term review of the Lisbon Strategy (2005) kept to the principles established in the Lisbon Strategy and reaffirmed the strategic goals of the Lisbon and Gothenburg European Councils: strengthening employment and economic reform, and enhancing competitiveness, social cohesion and environmental protection as engines of a sustainable growth-oriented economy. It also proposed that the Lisbon Strategy aims should be the EU’s top priority for the next five years.

**Configuring ESL as a political issue**

ESL was clearly recognised by the Commission as a serious concern:

> There is a high level of early school leavers (...) who leave the education system with only lower secondary education at best. This might result in an intergenerational vicious circle between childhood poverty, low educational achievement and poverty in adult life. (Commission of the European Communities 2001: 39).

Those without qualifications are less likely to participate effectively in lifelong learning and are at risk of being marginalised by the increasingly competitive contemporary society. The Council states that the EU has made the fight against ESL one of its priorities. In 2002, in the EU, almost 20% of young people aged between 18 and 24 years had prematurely dropped out of school and were on the fringes of the knowledge society. The Ministers of Education agreed to bring this rate down to 10% by 2010.

While the Council recognised that there had already been significant progress, member states were recommended to continue their efforts to meet the target. The focus should be primarily in schooling and in directing efforts to disadvantaged groups striving to promote successful training for every young person, supporting their aspirations and enhancing their capabilities.

Furthermore, it was underlined that it is essential to make the disadvantaged groups aware of the benefits of education and training and make the systems more attractive, more accessible and better suited to them. In this context, the emphasis should be put on prevention, early detection and monitoring of individuals at risk. Community monitoring of the implementation of national strategies in lifelong learning ought to pay particular attention to this aspect.

**A European framework for youth and social cohesion**

One of the main instruments designed to achieve the revised Lisbon Strategy objectives was the European Youth Pact, adopted by the European Council in March 2005. The Pact is a platform of the national youth councils and international non-governmental youth organisations in Europe whose goal is to strive for youth rights in international fora (EU, Council of Europe, and the United Nations).

Some years later, the Youth Forum Jeunesse stressed its importance as a landmark to “make sure that youth related policies (...) must be an integral part of the post-2010 Lisbon Strategy” (Youth Forum Jeunesse 2009:2) and that each member state should commit to reducing ESL by means of strong policies, sustaining access to education free of charge. The role of non-formal education and involvement of the youth and NGO sector in providing opportunities to develop crucial social and personal skills was also underlined.
Youth on the Move: education and employability

The initiative *Youth on the Move* was launched in 2010. It is a comprehensive package of policy initiatives on education and employment for young people in Europe, as part of the *Europe 2020 Strategy* for smart, sustainable and inclusive growth to be achieved in the next decade. This initiative was aimed at improving young people’s education and employability while reducing the high rates of youth unemployment, in line with the wider EU goal to achieve a 75% employment rate for the working-age population (20-64 years). This goal was to be attained by making education and training more relevant to young people’s needs, encouraging the use of EU grants to study or train abroad, and encouraging EU countries to take measures to simplify the transition from education to work.

These processes implied coordination of policies to design and stimulate actions directed at young people at the EU and national levels – such as the preparatory action *Your first EURES job* for labour market mobility within the EU - and increased support to young entrepreneurs via the European progress microfinance facility. This initiative focuses on young people, since about 5.5 million are unemployed in the EU (1 out of 5 people under 25 willing to work cannot find a job). 7.5 million people aged 15 to 24 are currently neither in a job nor in an education or training position. The initiative takes into account that the *Europe 2020 Strategy* highlights the need for measures to improve education levels, increase employment rates and promote social inclusion. This document identifies a major EU objective for education in two areas: to reduce the rates of ESL to less than 10% and to increase to at least 40% the proportion of people aged 30-34 who complete higher education or an equivalent.

An agenda: enhancing the relation between education and the labour market

ESL is a concern in the document *An Agenda for new skills and jobs: A European Contribution towards full employment*. This document emphasises the link between education and labour and recognises a mismatch between the skills of workers in the EU and the new needs of the labour market, as well as positive progress in adapting school curricula and in the introduction of reforms in line with the *Common European Framework of Key Competences for Lifelong Learning* and the use of *Europass*. However, it recommends member states to speed up reforms and introduce the *National Qualification Framework* based on learning outcomes, according to the *European Qualification Framework*.

Additionally, the document underlines the need to increase employment rates substantially (women, young and older workers) based on a more adaptable and skilled labour force that would be able to contribute to technological change and to meet new patterns of work organisation. The investment in education and training, the anticipation of needed skills, and the creation of guidance services and the need to match supply and demand in the labour market were also recommended to increase productivity, competitiveness, economic growth and employment. According to the document, all EU citizens should have the opportunity to acquire and develop knowledge, skills and abilities to be successful at work. Countering ESL and low qualifications in areas such as literacy, numeracy and science is seen as essential for inclusion, employment and growth.
The Commission, in cooperation with member states, proposed a new benchmark on education for employability (to set up in 2011) to encourage efforts to prepare young people for the transition to the labour market. It also proposed a Council recommendation to reduce ESL and to create a group of experts to study ways of improving young adult literacy.

Other documents that focus on the social dimension of education and training assert that preventing ESL requires deeper knowledge about groups at risk at the local, regional and national levels, as well as systems of early detection of those at risk. Inter-sector comprehensive strategies should be implemented to provide for a set of policies at the schools and systems' levels, targeted at different factors of ESL.

The Strategic Framework for European Cooperation in Education and Training (ET 2020) emphasises the need to develop further work on ESL, such as education and training through the strengthening of preventive approaches, the development of cooperation between the general and vocational sectors of education, and the removal of obstacles to re-integrate ESLers into the education and training systems. It comes in response to the strategic objective to promote equity, social cohesion and active citizenship.

In their turn, the Conclusions of the Council (2011) on The role of education and training in the implementation of the Europe 2020 Strategy consider that the Copenhagen process, whose strategic priorities for the next decade were reviewed at a ministerial meeting (Bruges), stress that education and training (VET) have an important role in supporting the objectives of the Europe 2020 strategy, providing expertise and relevant, high quality skills.

It was also assumed that achieving the two already mentioned main objectives of the EU in education and training will have positive impact on employment and growth. ESL is presented as a complex phenomenon, influenced by educational, socio-economic and individual factors, requiring preventive and compensatory measures and close coordination between the sectors related to education and training and other related areas.

Launched in 2010, the Europe 2020 strategy is the updated EU's social and economic growth strategy for the next decade, which prioritises making the EU a smart, sustainable and inclusive economy. When it comes to the national level, EU member states are challenged to provide high levels of employment, productivity and social cohesion. Targets for education, whose improvements are said to enhance employability and reduce poverty, are set together, reinforcing targets for R&D, climate change and energy sustainability, and fighting poverty and social exclusion.

The reduction of early school leaving rates to below 10% is one of the EU2020 headline targets agreed upon for the whole EU. The other goal is that at least 40% of 30-34–year-olds have completed third level education.

In line with the actions proposed in the Country Specific Recommendations 2012, the European Commission invites member states to advance educational reforms to combat youth unemployment and stimulate the supply of skills. It proposes doing this through the implementation of performance improvement of students with high risk of ESL and low basic skills, as well as through key actions such as the creation of high quality affordable structures of education and early childhood care.

In February 2013 at the Council meeting, EU member states agreed to commit to improving the performance of young people who are at high risk of ESL and have low basic skills, by means of early detection across the education system and the provision of individual support.
Conclusion

The EU political driver endorsing ESL policies is directed at reaching the goal of sustained economic growth with more and better jobs and greater social cohesion. The assumption is that EU social policies promoting equity and active citizenship must be articulated with the knowledge-based economy, meaning the participation in a highly competitive knowledge society where education and training are key factors in socio-economic development. Early school leavers (ESLers) are at risk of marginalisation through poverty and economic and social exclusion and, last but far from least, their significant number has the potential to put the whole EU desideratum at risk, slated by the Lisbon Strategy as being the most competitive region in the world. It is assumed that to ensure full employment and, consequently, social cohesion, it is essential to reduce the number of ESLers.

This appears to be in line with Roger Dale’s interpretation of Europeanisation as part of a “globally structured agenda for education” (Dale 2001, 2005), i.e., education is to be analysed in the framework of global economic competition as a key factor in economic development. The mandate addressed to European educational systems is thus based upon a neo-human capitalist approach, making citizenship and individual development depend on the integration of individuals and groups in the structures and processes of the knowledge-based economy. In line with this, EU guidelines for growth and employment include policies aimed at the social and professional inclusion of young people.

IV. Education/Social policies and measures regarding ESL in nine partner countries

The 2013 European Commission’s country overview and country-specific recommendations analysed the economic situation and provides recommendations for measures each country should adopt over 18 months. This document focused on the issues each Member State has to confront, including education and the fight against unemployment.

When it comes to Austria (AU), the Commission points out that even though its expenditure on education is above EU average, educational outcomes are still below average, especially for 10 and 15-year-olds. Therefore Austria is required to continue to improve educational outcomes, especially of young people with migrant background. The completion of higher education also needs to be addressed, as it is also low. Belgium (BE), in turn, is required to speed up the transition towards a more knowledge intensive economy, as it has below average and there are grave employment and unemployment disparities across regions and population subgroups. This includes people with migrant background and low-skilled young people. Therefore, BE is advised to take measures to reduce disincentives to work, to improve interregional labour mobility and to develop social inclusion strategies for these people.

The Commission advises Hungary (HU) to implement measures to tackle the fact that its relative success in lowering the number of ESLers in the last decade was reversed in 2011. In the Netherlands (NE), the focus is also on the economy. Investments in R&D and education arise as considerable challenges. According to the Commission, Poland (PL) has managed to carry out reforms to implement vocational training and to propose other changes to the education system, which will likely help to address the high levels of unemployment.

The most relevant achievements in Portugal (PT) relate to economic stabilisation and fiscal consolidation, but significant challenges remain, namely the need for measures to tackle the increasing unemployment, particularly among young workers. Moreover, the country is said to need significant structural reforms. Economic growth and employment are the main challenges to be faced by Spain (SP) as well. The labour market situation is still critical. In education, planned reforms need to be implemented, as the weaknesses of educational and training systems have negative impacts on high levels of early school leaving and youth unemployment.

According to the Commission overview, even if some measures have been taken, Sweden (SE) is faced with labour market integration especially of low-skilled youth and people with migrant background. Therefore, the country is called to develop measures to improve employability and the transition from school to work, including apprenticeships and other training forms combining employment and education. The UK is faced with a very high level of youth unemployment that is over 2.5 times greater than the UK overall unemployment rate. As a result, the Commission requires the UK to improve the quality of vocational training and to reduce the number of young people who do not attain sufficient skills to enter the labour market.

Moreover, in the current period of crisis, and in what concerns national translation of the EU 2020 targets, AU, HU and PT are required to reduce ESL to 10%, and SP is to reduce the rate of ESL to 15%. Other members are to achieve different percentages in reducing ESL rates: SE to less than 10%, BE to 9.5%, the NE to less than 8%, PL to 4.5%. Only in the UK is reducing ESL not a target in NRP (National Reform Programmes).
Belgium

In Belgium, education is a community responsibility, so the Flemish (Dutch speaking) Community has almost full competence regarding educational issues. Secondary education in Flanders is a tracked system with three main distinct pathways: general education leading to (academically oriented) higher education, technical education leading to (professionally oriented) higher education and technically skilled professions, and vocational education leading more directly to specific professions on the labour market.

Criticism for the early tracking of pupils into specific educational pathways as well as for the varying levels of social prestige associated with the different tracks is expressed by many actors in the political, educational and academic field and is strongly linked to the reproduction of educational inequalities (Clycq, Nouwen & Vandenbroucke 2013). It is within this broader educational context that three major issues have arisen in recent years, which illustrate the different rationales underpinning current discussions on education in general, and ESL in particular.

One major issue in the Flemish public debate on education concerns a longstanding aim of various political, socio-economical and educational stakeholders to structurally reform this tracked system in Flemish secondary education. The restructuring plans for secondary education mainly evolve around directing pupils into different educational tracks at a later (st)age and organising education into domains that provide tracks with different finalities within the same educational institution (or network of institutions) and therefore allow for more flexible learning pathways.

These reform plans are mainly based on the social justice rationale mentioned above. However, opponents to this structural reform argue that it will negatively impact the performance level of the average and top performing students, which would have negative consequences for the economic competitiveness of the Flemish Region.

Nevertheless, this structural reform is also proposed by its protagonists as a preventive measure in tackling ESL, in which pupils from a lower socioeconomic and immigrant background are strongly overrepresented. Moreover, these same groups are also overrepresented in (youth) unemployment rates, a fact that relates to an important (albeit more implicit) economic rationale behind the reform plans.
Belgium (Flanders): A focus on ESL and youth unemployment in Antwerp and Ghent

In Belgium, educational policy is a community responsibility, which entails that the Flemish community has the authority to design and implement educational policy in Flanders. We therefore focus only on Flanders in studying early school leaving in the RESL.eu-project. With respect to the awareness about the issue of ESL policy makers, educational and societal stakeholders on all levels recognise a sense of urgency. Although comparative EU figures (LFS, 2012) show that Flanders has a moderate level of ESL, administrative data show strong differences between Flemish cities, e.g. the ESL rate in Antwerp is 28% and in Ghent, 22%.

Furthermore, as these urban areas are characterized by high levels of ethnic diversity and socio-economic vulnerability, research shows that not only do these two variables intersect, but they also correlate strongly with high ESL rates. Moreover, specific minority and lower SES groups are overrepresented in the vocational and part-time education track, which are tracks with the highest ESL rates.

An expected consequence is that there is a strong link between ESL rates in these cities and their high youth unemployment rates, stressing again the dramatic impact of educational outcomes on labour market opportunities. The following figure maps the mean youth unemployment rates in 2010 (age group 15-24) per city in the Flemish Region, based on administrative data from the Flemish Employment Agency (VDAB). Both the city of Antwerp and the city of Ghent, the research areas for the Flemish Region in RESL.eu, are in the top 5 of the highest youth unemployment rates of the Flemish Region.

In recent years, the issue of ESL was already increasingly discussed in political, educational and academic arenas, often linked to high youth unemployment rates, which in October 2013 accumulated into a new Flemish Action Plan for tackling ESL. This Flemish Action Plan is strongly in line with EU recommendations and EU strategies for reducing ESL. More concretely, on a local level the cities of Ghent and Antwerp each designed specific city level actions to counter ESL. What is apparent in these public discussions is that most stakeholders involved put forward a few crucial issues in tackling early school leaving, one of which is the restructuring of secondary education. Less, these issues are addressed in different manners as two main rationales - a social justice and an economic rationale - are stressed by different stakeholders.

A second issue related to policy discussions on reducing early school leaving is the status of part-time vocational education in the Flemish education system. Part-time vocational education was initially implemented after raising the compulsory school age to 18 and allowing pupils to leave full-time education at the age of 15 to start combining formal school education with workplace learning. However, both the school education and the workplace learning components of part-time vocational education are characterised by disproportionately high figures of truancy and ESL. For many pupils the choice for, or being directed towards, part-time education is often a last step down the waterfall of educational tracks, right before leaving education early, and is often not a positive choice.
Educational institutions providing part-time vocational education also increasingly encounter problems providing their pupils with (quality) apprenticeships that sufficiently simulate real work experiences. Employers express being hesitant to invest in pupils that they believe are not sufficiently motivated and/or guided by their educational institution, while some societal and educational stakeholders claim that employers do not take their societal responsibility of (sufficiently) investing in the professional capabilities of youngsters.

A final important issue that emerged out of the policy analysis concerns the implementation of the Flemish Qualification Structure in line with the European Qualification Framework. It focuses on matching labour market qualifications with qualifications that are provided in Flemish (secondary) education, especially for vocationally oriented types of education.

Tensions have arisen between educational and labour market representatives in search of a middle ground that acknowledges the importance of both generic competences acquired through education and concrete vocationally oriented courses that focus on specific skills and competences to fill specific vacancies in the labour market.

Furthermore, educational stakeholders have concerns about the high expectations prescribed in the Flemish Qualification Structure. Educational stakeholders feel that they do not have the means, nor mandate, to provide youngsters with these professional qualifications and want to invest more in a broader and (therefore more) empowering education for all.

These three main issues have emerged out of the Flemish policy analysis and illustrate current tensions between the different stakeholders (political, educational, labour market, civil society) involved. All perspectives to some extent combine the two main rationales - social justice and the economic factor – however, with differing emphasis, goals and strategies. Seeing as elections will be held in May 2014, policy focus can and likely will shift in the following years, also affecting some of the discussions mentioned above (see Nouwen, Clycq and Timmerman, 2013).

**United Kingdom**

In the United Kingdom, education and youth policy have both held priority on the agenda of the previous Labour government and the present Conservative–Liberal Democrat Coalition government alike – both of which have been in power in the post-Lisbon period. Although differences between the education policies of the two administrations remain clear, both continued with the same paradigm in many aspects – in particular, the subordination of education to the perceived needs of the globalised market and knowledge-based economy, promoting the marketisation of the education system, increasing school autonomy, and a discourse of individual aspirations, choice and responsibility.

While the New Labour government introduced a number of reforms explicitly aimed at combating social exclusion and social inequalities in education along with the so-called neo-liberal education reforms, the Coalition government seems to have fully adopted the ideals of neo-liberalism. In this policy paradigm, education is conceived as central in solving both social and economic problems, its duty being to increase economic competitiveness and at the same time also to provide social justice. The Conservative-led Coalition government
Education and ESL Policy in England

Current UK policy discourse interprets the role of education primarily from a labour market perspective and tends to define problematic and/or vulnerable youth predominantly in terms of their labour market outcomes. Therefore, the youth policy agenda focuses on young people Not in Education, Employment or Training (NEETs). Reducing ESL has not been the explicit aim of education reforms, and the term ESL is hardly mentioned in the policy discourse.

However, this issue is not being neglected; rather, it is articulated using different terminology. Raising the participation age to 17 in 2013, then to 18 in 2015, can be interpreted as the main policy initiative designed to tackle ESL in England. Participation does not have to be in full time education; alternative options include work-based learning, including apprenticeships, and part-time education for those employed, self-employed or volunteering.

The government has also introduced a new initiative to raise test results specifically in maths and English, whereby students who fail to achieve a grade C in the GCSE will be required to continue studying these subjects till age 18, even after they progress on to the next stage of study. There seems to be a genuine push to equip young people with in-demand skills through reform of the apprenticeship programme.

However, the pressure on schools to raise GSCE and A-Level scores appears to reinforce the privileging of academic qualifications. The rationale behind the current educational policies seems to be that there is a direct correlation between educational achievement and employment outcomes; young people are regarded as ‘intelligent customers’ who will choose the best possible option from the educational offers available to them.

During the 2000s, spending on education in the UK saw the fastest growth in decades. After 2010, however, the most severe cuts to the education budget in over fifty years were announced. The 16-19 age group is one of the most affected: the very successful Education Maintenance Allowance scheme was cancelled and spending on further education and youth services – including careers guidance – was reduced.

On the surface, it seems that EU impact on English education and youth policy is marginal. Nonetheless, EU objectives and measures do indeed shape these initiatives, but this is achieved through EU funding schemes - ESF projects most significantly- and not by direct legislation. In addition, good practice examples from other European countries are often cited by both local and national policy makers. While there is a strong convergence in the objectives and rationales of the policy discourse in England and the EU, this can be interpreted more as cross-fertilisation and transfer of ideas than the [often assumed] causal relationship.

The Barnet Skills, Employment and Enterprise Action Plan

In 2012-13, £1 million was allocated to developing better connections between business and education in the London borough of Barnet. The Action Plan includes a number of strands relevant to reducing ESL numbers, such as apprenticeship and internship schemes, a proposal for a ‘Studio School’, and support for young people with learning difficulties.

*We need to continue down that pathway, making sure what training institutions provide is tailored to the labour market.*

Local Authority Manager
The major themes of this policy document are: improving the quality of teaching, enhancing school autonomy and supporting children from disadvantaged background. Michael Gove, the Secretary of State for Education at present, announced the reform of the National Curriculum, the introduction of an English Baccalaureate and a more rigorous assessment system, and the return to a more ‘traditional approach’ to education.

The policy discourse emphasising accountability, individual responsibility and choice is based on the assumption that lack of motivation and aspiration are the roots of educational underperformance; while ignoring key obstacles to educational attainment, such as the financial limitations of young people from low-income families and lack of adequate learning provision. In this way, attention is focussed entirely on the supply-side - individual ‘employability’ - and drawn away from economic problems affecting demand for labour, such as socio-economic inequality, lack of employment opportunities, and a large percentage of insecure, low-paid jobs, especially in some geographical regions and within particular employment sectors. Unemployment is redefined as a ‘learning problem’, shifting responsibility from the state to the individual. This approach and the increasing policy emphasis on parental choice are likely to increase existing socio-economic inequalities in education.

It needs to be mentioned that education policy focuses on state schools, which are funded by the central government. However, England and the United Kingdom, more generally, has a diverse school system ranging from publicly funded state schools to fee-charging private schools, the so-called ‘independent schools’. But even within the category of state education there is considerable variety.

While state schools are under the direct control of local authorities, there is a growing number of diverse educational providers including Academies, Free Schools, University Technical Colleges and Studio Schools, which report back to the Department for Education instead of the local authorities. The dichotomy between state schools and private schools - largely attended by the children of the upper middle class, is not reflected in the policy discourse, as private schools do not fall under the same regulatory demands as state schools do.

Given government cutbacks and rising university tuition fees, there is a growing emphasis on employer needs. This new direction is being implemented through a reform of the vocational offers on one hand, and, on the other hand, taking away funding incentives from courses of study deemed to be of little economic value. There seem to be profound underlying contradictions in current policy initiatives. Under the popular catchphrase of decentralisation, a large number of schools are becoming ‘free’ of local authority control, reporting back directly to the Department of Education. Thus - while the middle tier of administration and management is removed – it is not clear whether the move is from centralised to decentralised education system, or the exact opposite.

In addition, there is a curious paradox between the large number of educational initiatives introduced recently by the central government, and the growing importance of Office for Standards in Education, Children’s Services and Skills (Ofsted) as a mechanism for regulating schools and enforcing government policy, at a time of growing devolution and increasing school autonomy. Finally, local authorities are under increasing pressure. On one hand, they have an increasing duty to ensure that all young people receive adequate education in their borough. They have to produce ‘destination measures’ showing what young people are doing post-16, and encourage ‘effective participation in education, training and/or employment’.
Local authorities also have to provide the so-called September Guarantee, which ensures a suitable place for each young person in the borough in post-16 education and training. However, they do not have power over the new types of schools, including Academies and Free Schools.

To conclude, it seems that the education and training system in England is undergoing historical changes that will likely have widespread consequences - at a time of economic downturn that affects young people disproportionately. While adequate reforms of the education and training system could potentially contribute to improving young people's labour market opportunities, it is unlikely that education policy initiatives alone will solve the issue of disproportionate and large-scale youth unemployment (Ryan and Lőrinc 2013).

**Sweden**

In **Sweden**, internal tensions are expressed in opposite right wing and left-wing political agendas. There was an ideological turn affecting education policies. Since 1991, social democrats intended to provide higher studies to all. In 2011, right wing reform called for a clearer distinction between vocational and academic tracks. The political priority was to strengthen the link between education and the labour market, upper secondary education being seen as the minimum competence level for a steady position in it.

School segregation increased since the 1990s and was reinforced by free school choice. Even if implementing other European guidelines, the government does not seek to fulfil EU desegregation initiatives related to socioeconomic background of the children and youngsters. Access to public upper secondary education programs depends on grade level in Swedish, English and Maths. Municipalities are to distribute resources to schools and to provide upper secondary school for people under the age of 20. They get a state grant to increase salaries for pedagogically competent teachers. Formal and non-formal municipal adult education is available at 'folk high schools' (county councils, trade unions and non-profit organizations). School leadership is depicted as democratic, focused on pedagogy and instruction, and teachers are seen as being role models. Schools are obliged to strive for all pupils’ belief in their ability and opportunities to develop. School climate improvements such as learning communities are to encourage youth to continue education, help them regain enthusiasm for learning, and facilitate the route to further education and employment. The focus is on pupils’ responsibility and accountability. Close follow-up on students’ results and cooperation between schools and municipalities are requirements for this.

Public education is completely or partially financed by the public budget. Upper secondary, adult and higher education have different funding. A recent decrease in adult education funding has begun hindering opportunities to improve grades. Moreover, it is no longer possible to improve grades at all – students no longer have the possibility to retake subjects to improve their grades in these subjects. High dropout rates in vocational tracks gave room to upper secondary school reform focused on smoothing the school-to-work transition, facilitating youngsters’ contacts with employers. The reformed education and training have deeper occupational and practical training to increase vocational upper secondary students’ skills. Vocational no longer gives access to university but supplementary courses may allow one to meet the admission criteria.
The educational policies includes extended extra-curricular activities, tougher demands on study and career guidance, increased educational flexibility, special support, structured curriculum for Swedish as second language; expansion of adult vocational education, apprenticeships, and second chances with customised and flexible pedagogy and organisation. Target groups are students below age 20, lower academic performers, those with a native language other than Swedish, newly arrived immigrants, students without eligibility to enter vocational tiers, socially disadvantaged early school leavers, unemployed between ages 16-24 and unqualified adults, graduates from vocational tracks, and youngsters below 25 years of age that risk long term unemployment (Rudberg 2013).

Sweden: Local policy initiatives in one of the research areas: the municipality of Stockholm

In Sweden there are a number of local initiatives to prevent or compensate for ESL. Birgitta Lindgren is principal for a vocational upper secondary school in the municipality of Stockholm. In this school the students have many difficulties. None of them was successful in compulsory school, they generally have a lower socioeconomic status, and most of them have different neuropsychiatric diagnoses. The reason they chose to attend a vocational programme is precisely that they see themselves as failures and feel they cannot handle theoretical studies. Thirty-eight percent of the students attend the introductory program called Vocational Introduction, because they lack sufficient knowledge from compulsory school. The school has made extensive efforts to help these students and make it possible for them to complete their education.

The school has the highest number of teachers per student in Stockholm: more than 8 adults per 100 students. There is a counsellor that works 80 percent and the student health work is well-developed. Classes are small: in theoretical subjects the groups of students consist of 20 at most, and in vocational subjects the groups consist of no more than 12 students. Measure programs, individually adjusted changes in study plans, and truancy investigations have been implemented. The teaching has clear timeframes and a clear structure. Birgitta Lindgren says: “There is structure, there are short tasks, the teachers own the classroom”. This is believed to facilitate the learning process for students with special needs and is part of a strategy to “give students all possibilities to succeed”, says Birgitta Lindgren.

There are also a number of local initiatives outside of schools in the municipality of Stockholm. Some of these concern alternative learning. One such project is the Youth Centre. The Youth Centre was assigned to arrange education for youth below 20 years who do not proceed to upper secondary school or who leave school early (Fischbein and Folkander 2000). Other projects are designed to help early school leavers carry on with either studies or work. Since 2009 there is a project called Youth In (Unga In) in Fryshuset in Stockholm. The project is partly financed by Swedish municipalities and partly by the European Social Fund. Youth In is directed at youth aged 16–24 years who neither study nor work. The project aims at meeting them in their own arenas to motivate them and offer them an opportunity to change their situation and either go back to school or find a job (SOU 2013).
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Portugal

Trying to comply with EU knowledge-based economy and highly competitive knowledge society, Portugal has followed the EU mandates. Important milestones reached by 2009 were: the extension of compulsory schooling to 12 years, the provision of universal preschool, and other policy measures including the endowment of financial resources to local authorities, the correction of the system's inefficiencies by optimising secondary school, reducing dropout rates and increasing skills (Fonseca, Araújo & Santos 2012; Macedo & Araújo 2013).

With the ideological turn in 2011, education social support takes on an ‘assistencialist’ mode, for instance in the provision of food and transport. There are high rates of unemployed young people, and high numbers of emigration known as ‘brain drain’. Neo-meritocratic conservative features inform the reform of basic and secondary schooling, giving room to the rhetoric of individual and social responsibility.

The focus is on measurable results and on the view of vocational education as the ‘solution’ for the ‘less able’. Developing the economy and the insertion of individuals in the ‘new’ labour market act as legitimating tools for the introduction of early vocational tracks and the reinforcement of vocational training.

This increased articulation with the labour market is illustrated by joint measures carried out by various ministries and the involvement of other educational stakeholders in education (companies, entrepreneurial associations, and alternative learning arenas). This comes hand in hand with increasing attempts of privatisation of education, the reduction of state funding, the rationalisation of the educational structures and resources (mega-school clusters).

The current implementation and attainment of 12 years of schooling and the diversification of vocational offer, including early vocational tracking, are justified by the government with the need to introduce greater flexibility in the organisation of teaching (with increased teaching workloads). Apprenticeships and work-related programs have been implemented for ESLers and students with school failure.

The new regulations of registration and attendance systems in compulsory education, the expanded focus on assessment (to entrench the culture and practice of evaluation in education and training) are in close relationship with the school autonomy. Responsibility, accountability and evaluation include the appointment of external evaluators to integrate the external school evaluation teams. Areas such as project work and citizenship education have been considered as of minor importance.

The introduction of Centres for Qualification and Vocational Education accompanied the extinction of New Opportunities Centres (second chance and adult education). Labour policies have been implemented through state funds to make young people more attractive to employers. Target groups are lower performers, as young as 13 years old, as well as disadvantaged children and young people studying in TEIP (educational areas of priority intervention) (see Araújo, Rocha, Magalhães and Macedo 2013).
Education and ESL Policy in Portugal

In Portugal, early school leaving (ESL) was identified as a political issue early in the 2000s. Considering the on-going issues of year repetition and school failure, especially among the most disadvantaged groups (Araújo, Rocha & Fonseca 2010), ESL remains a social and educational concern despite the country having managed to reduce ESL rate from 44.2% in 2001 to 20.8% in 2012. The focus on ESL is not explicit in policy initiatives, but is transversal to the preambles and texts of many. However, the focus on raising the population qualifications, in line with the EU guidelines and in response to the Portuguese moderate results in international comparative assessments such as PISA has had positive effects on reducing ESL.

Between 2000 and 2010, there was growing investment in education in the vein of modernisation, Europeanisation and technological innovation. Several educational and social changes reshaped the field of education and paved the way for the concern about reducing ESL. In the mid-2000s, emphasis was put on the effectiveness of the extension of compulsory schooling in parallel with the implementation of measures to consolidate public schooling, such as financial support to low-income families, particularly to postpone children’s entry into the labour market.

Meaningful examples are: i) improvement and expansion of upper secondary and post-secondary vocational education and training and providing skills for the labour market, by means of partnerships among schools, enterprises and other stakeholders; ii) New Opportunities Programme aimed at adult training and youth education, including certification and recognition of competencies; iii) National Reading Plan to respond to the high levels of illiteracy; iv) modernisation of school facilities; v) Technological Plan for Education (including ‘schools’ fast internet’, 1st cycle minicomputers, e-schooling); and vi) introduction of free-of-charge curriculum enrichment activities in the 1st cycle (English language, music, physical education).

A milestone in education (in 2009) was the extension of compulsory education up to the age of 18 years, which went hand in hand with other political measures targeted at optimising secondary school, reducing dropout rates and increasing young people skills and qualifications. The provision of resources to schools, the correction of the system’s inefficiencies, and the Better School Success programme (2010) supporting school projects and pedagogic diversification are other examples.

Since 2011, the worldwide ‘crisis’ has had a strong impact on Portugal: economic problems, political instability, volatility of labour, dilapidation of life quality, general impoverishment of the majority of the population, and a sharp rise in emigration. Budgetary reductions impacted the education and training systems, jeopardizing the universality and quality of public education, including higher education and scientific research.

Tensions between the normative prescription of compulsory schooling and the social and political capacity to ensure its effective universality became increasingly visible. Neo-meritocratic and conservative policies have emphasised measurable results rather than the learning process. Vocational education is presented as a ‘solution’ for low performers in mainstream education and an early vocational pilot program was launched in 2012 to provide work skills to students as early as 13 years old. The Programme Educational Territories of Priority Intervention (TEIP) was launched in 1996 and is in its third generation. It is a good political practice and example of positive discrimination in school and community in areas of greater socio-cultural disadvantage to reduce ESL, absenteeism and indiscipline.
The Netherlands

The Netherlands is faced with increasing cultural diversity resulting from immigration, leading to the need to promote shared cultural identity and build on cultural heritage by means of integration and qualification. The direct link between education/training to business/industry and work placements is aimed at enabling more pupils to achieve a basic qualification. Schooling is seen as increasingly important in the knowledge-driven economy as academic qualification informs individuals’ economic welfare. There has been a growing concern about the lack of supply of well-educated employees and the high rates of early school leavers, making it a transversal topic of educational, urban, youth, social, national and local policies.

The extension of compulsory school attendance and basic qualification until age 18 (pre-college or two years at senior secondary vocational education) is a pertinent measure, together with the allocation of education numbers and the compulsory digital registration of school absenteeism to reinforce control of school attendance. The target groups are youngsters with motivational problems and learning difficulties, students up to age 16, students who have completed secondary school, young descendants of immigrants, and prospective young people in the labour market.

Almost all the EU 2011 guidelines to reduce ESL have been incorporated into preventive activities and decentralised programs to decrease truancy and the number of ESLers by means of provision of familiar environments, of teachers whom students already know, and the use of a single pedagogical and didactic approach.

There is an integrative approach to education that includes shared funding among regions and is based primarily upon increased collaboration among schools, municipalities and national government by means of regional agreements to note down the interventions towards policy goals, such as improved truancy registration, increased flexibility in changing education tracks, and so forth. There are joint actions per region (schools, municipalities, youth care workers, business and industry); intensified dialogue and monitoring; and local networks of key stakeholders that include policy makers, representatives of educational associations and social workers (Crul, Grundel, Keskiner and Stam 2013).

Comparative analysis of development and implementation of policies concerning ESL in the Netherlands

Reducing early school leaving has been high on the Dutch political agenda in the last couple of decades. A basic qualification has been introduced in 1993 to steer young people to achieve a minimum education level in order to successfully participate in the knowledge driven economy. With regards to the Lisbon Strategy, Dutch policy makers took notice of the EU ESL initiatives and even set the bar higher by aiming for a reduction of national ESL rates to less than 8 percent. The Netherlands pursues the missions of the EU in creating a knowledge driven economy in Europe.

In order to achieve this, ESL policy was decentralised by making registration of absenteeism and dropout within Registration and Coordination Regions mandatory by law. Regional covenants have been set up between the Ministry of Education, the Registration and Coordination Regions and schools. Furthermore, an Early School Leaving Taskforce was installed within the Ministry of Education to monitor the regions.
As a result, the Netherlands has the best early school leaving registration tools in Europe since 2006, where each student leaving education without a basic qualification is kept in record. Monitoring has become a crucial part of Dutch ESL policy and this tool seems to have enhanced early signalling in the process of dropping out. Moreover, close monitoring requires an integrative approach with close collaboration between various actors on the local level. In the municipality of Amsterdam, for example, the close cooperation between secondary schools and post-secondary schools by transferring information files and sharing knowledge about the students is considered extremely important. To facilitate a smooth transition between pre-vocational and senior vocational education, during which a lot of students risk dropping out, the municipality of Amsterdam forces students to register for senior vocational training before they receive their pre-vocational education diploma.

The experience of Dutch ESL policy shows that what enhances good practices is to have an integrative approach involving close collaboration between schools, youth care, youth departments of the municipality and business sectors. This way, there are no cracks for youngsters to fall through, leading to drop out. One way to establish this cooperation is to install social services within the school setting. An attendance officer within schools is another way. These good practices all indicate the importance of close cooperation between professional partners to accomplish early signalling and efficient redirection to relevant services. It also facilitates the transfer of information about youngsters between different professionals. Last but not least, in order to make a learning program effective for youngsters, schools should also collaborate with local business sectors.

Poland

In Poland, access to the EU and to structural EU funds enabling the implementation of major projects marked the political change. Educational changes were accompanied by the rhetoric that they were EU requirements. In the socialist period, school was a tool to maintain the social structure. There was an extensive segment of vocational schools to create and maintain a large industrial working class. The system was highly centralised and non-state education was practically non-existent. The major education reform in 1999 affected the curricula and school structure. The system was modernised and there was significant change in upper secondary education. ESL is not seen as priority but a ‘European’ issue, partially reflecting the low number of early school leavers.

95% of education is funded by local governments that receive subsidies from the state budget. Financial support is selective: social grants, allowances, reimbursement of food and travel costs. Educational policy is developed and carried out centrally. The administration of education and the running of schools, pre-school and other educational establishments are decentralised. Educational integration with the local community and the reproduction of its living conditions may contribute to deepening territorial inequalities. The promotion of cultural diversity and the improvement of employment opportunities have benefited from intercultural exchange, improvement of the quality of school life, education and educational support. Educational system level responses, preventive and reintegration policies and measures include school computerisation, scholarships, construction of pre-school facilities and so forth.
Poland: Local initiatives in Warsaw

As far as early school leaving in Poland is concerned, there are no national policies that are deliberately directed against this phenomenon, as it is not perceived as an issue on a legislative level. Although experts working with early school leavers on a daily basis see that the problem is significant, it seems to be neglected by the legislators, and there is therefore no national strategy for the prevention of early school leaving.

Looking at the context of Warsaw, there are many initiatives directed at the prevention of social and educational exclusion. Pre-school education and career guidance, which prevent dropping out of the education system at the higher stages of education, are essential elements of ESL prevention. Special attention is paid to those groups of students who are particularly at risk for early school leaving at every stage of education: immigrant communities, the Roma community and those at risk of social exclusion.

It is important to analyse this phenomenon, diagnose and prevent it using appropriate tools. Despite the fact that Poland is one of the leading EU countries as far as ESL rates are concerned, the ESL phenomenon should not be ignored.

Warsaw has various intervention programmes that aim, among other goals, to tackle the issue of early school leaving, both directly and indirectly. One example could be a big social revitalisation programme (“Blok, podwórko, kamienice – ożywili się dzielnice”) implemented in one of the districts of Warsaw. It involved various non-governmental organisations working with institutions like schools, psychological and pedagogical assistance centres and community centres. There are also, for example, various types of projects in those areas and schools where the Roma population is most concentrated. Maybe it is not a numerically significant problem in Warsaw, but it is a “litmus test” that shows gaps in the support for vulnerable groups.

As the number of foreign and immigrant children in the schools in Warsaw is growing, Warsaw, in cooperation with the city of Cardiff, carried out a project on the integration of immigrant students and their families through education (“Caerdydd – Warsaw Integracja”). In addition, there are also programmes designed to prepare teachers to work in a multicultural environment (e.g “Inny w polskiej szkole”). There are also a number of programmes for non-governmental organizations as a regular component of work with immigrant/foreign children. Currently, the local government of Warsaw is creating a multi-cultural centre in Warsaw, which will strengthen and integrate various activities for working with the immigrant youth, especially when it comes to the groups at risk for social exclusion and early school leaving.

Despite the local initiatives, it is important to look at the ESL phenomenon in the context of the construction of the entire educational system.

This system must be designed in such a way that it should give a second and a third chance, as well as a variety of flexible learning opportunities to prevent individuals from dropping out of the labour market.

Careers are monitored by regional employment centres. Preventative system/structural measures include lowering the age to start compulsory schooling (from 7 to 6 years old against social resistance), extending compulsory education; curricular reforms at all levels of education and the introduction of core curricula for compulsory teaching.
The number of students’ opting for vocational schools has decreased significantly. The far-reaching reform of vocational and continuing training builds on increasing the link with the labour market of vocational training in organisational forms.

Target groups are children and young people at risk of social exclusion, marginalised communities, young adults with learning difficulties, under-achievers, Roma students, foreign students, especially asylum seekers or refugees, and high school graduates from outside the European culture (Marchlik and Tomaszewska-Pękała 2013).

Spain

In Spain the changes in central and autonomous governments over the years have influenced education very much. Since the mid-nineties, four education reforms have been elaborated and passed at the state level, although core education competencies are transferred to regional institutions. The former social-democratic government’s focus on comprehensiveness and the preservation of social cohesion is currently being substituted by an emphasis on assessment and early streaming of students towards VET programmes before the end of compulsory education.

In Catalonia, the progressive coalition policies promoting intercultural schemes, and the joint work of schools and local communities has also been restricted since 2010. The absolute majority of the conservative party and the austerity measures implemented to struggle against the economic crisis have resulted in new moves to recentralise as well as the reduction of educational budgets and grants. Up until then, education had large budgets and there was a strong emphasis on retention and prevention policies.

The economic crisis affected business. Youth unemployment is very high despite there being incentives for employers who hire young people and measures to promote youth entrepreneurship. Municipalities have become instrumental in implementing alternative training through agreements with regional educational administration and with labour departments or other agencies.

Young graduates are inspired to emigrate, while a significant number of immigrant and minority youth is affected by higher rates of school dropout and unemployment. However, education is expected to adapt to the needs of the labour market with emphasis on skills for lifelong learning and employability. The on-going reform is expressed in the throwback of flexibility and decentralisation and the emphasis on a model of development and competitiveness in the European knowledge economy.

There are two post-compulsory tracks (academic and professional) and increased curricular diversification in vocational and professional training, provision of initial professional qualification, among others. Vocational training is seen as necessary to overcome the crisis and combat high rates of ESL but currently has the highest dropout rate (Pérez Benavent, 2013). An important emphasis is made in new VET models to acknowledge skills acquired in the workplace or in non-official training and specific courses, with the aim to ease the access to initial and higher official VET stages that, in the long run, can lead to higher education.
Spain: outrageous polarisations among youth

The ESL rate in Spain was already 26.5% in 2011 -- double of the EU average ESL rate (13%). However, there is still very little research on ESL in Spain to date. Only as part of larger projects on school failure and dropout is the fact of ‘leaving school early’ ever mentioned as a concern, and even then, usually not in the conventional meaning adopted by the EC (young adults in the age group 18-24 not in formal education nor in alternative learning areas), but rather as what has become popularly called the ‘Ni-Ni generation’ (NEET), which refers to young boys and girls over 16 who do not engage in any kind of post-compulsory education or training and are not employed. It has to be taken into account that the first education law that expanded compulsory education until 16 was passed and implemented only as recently as the mid-nineties (LOGSE) and, since then, political and pedagogical debates arise over the very unsatisfactory graduation rate obtained among students at the end of compulsory education, questioning the equity, efficiency and excellence of the Spanish/Catalan education system (Ferrer, Valiente, Castel, 2008).

Many of the efforts made in Spain to retain students in post-compulsory education are addressed to those between 16 and 18, who can follow two official post-compulsory tracks if they graduate from ESO, one academic (Bachillerato) and one professional (initial VET or CFGM) and follow to higher education after them (University or CFGS/University, depending on the track they have followed). But much of the conventional debate over education is about whether 15 year-olds considered to have higher difficulties or lower interest in education, although they may have been forced out by direct and indirect school organization strategies (Carrasco, Pàmies et al., 2011), should be allowed to complete official compulsory education out of schools in initial VET programs that lead to a rapid incorporation to the labour market. However, the EU Commission recently declared the Spanish rate of youth unemployment to be outrageous, urging the Spanish authorities to intensify their actions to reduce it.

Therefore, the concern about ESL starts earlier (when students are 15 or 16) but the relation between ESL and youth unemployment in Spain is paradoxical. A summary of the situation experienced in Spain in the last six years should start by acknowledging the weight of pull factors from a labour market demanding increasing numbers of unskilled workers that contributed to the very high ESL rates. By the end of this period of economic growth, the expansion of programs and measures devoted to combat school failure, dropout and ESL had started to be integrated and had developed in parallel with progressive policies that favoured decentralisation processes and allocated significant amounts of resources. In a very rapid shift, the context of economic recession brought about not only important cuts that challenged the survival of those programs but also major recentralisation strategies and other changes regardless of the previous programs’ outcomes assessed, making it more difficult for schools and local councils to maintain consistent and successful interventions. Finally, the virtual disappearance of public (subsidized) prices in VET programs and the reduction of grants have to be taken into account. It seems quite clear that these changes contribute directly to a higher selection of students by social class in post compulsory educational stages and, as a consequence, to the rise of the overall ESL rate. The Spanish education policies seem to be designed against the 2020 recommendations and goals.

After VET or PQPI, students who have become car mechanics...they have to work in the lowest clerical posts in stores... The selection and the effectiveness of the training received does not affect job opportunities later.

(Focus Group participant. Educator)
In Catalonia the introduction of ESL reduction measures has been implemented through successive government plans. Reinforcing the culture of (self-) assessment and autonomy plans in schools through strategic projects to reduce school failure and drop out, in collaboration with municipal programmes that target students at risk of ESL are some of the features in the autonomous regime. But apart from programs supported by the European Social Funds that tend to target Gitano/Roma youth, the focus of intervention have not been specific population sectors but rather, underprivileged neighbourhoods and high schools especially affected by unemployment and educational failure (Carrasco, Narciso, Pàmies and Pérez 2013).

Hungary

As member of the EU, Hungary plans to reduce ESL in order to better monitor educational performance. The main causes of school failure, which reflect the failure of the entire school system, are poverty and the housing and employment problems that go hand in hand with it. These are exacerbated by regional disadvantages, which are especially evident in the regions with high concentrations of the Roma people. Parental educational choice is blamed for the increasing segregation of the Roma as well as the marginalised non-Roma children.

More or less liberal educational policy and curriculum centralisation aim to confront the country’s poor PISA results due to the educational system’s selective character. Roma educational failure and the intergenerational reproduction of low schooling and lack of qualifications led to policies for inter-ethnic integration and reduction of segregation in primary education. Desegregation and support measures through multi-ethnic education and pedagogic and methodological innovation attempt to address the deterioration of skills. However, a consistent policy of equality, quality control and accountability cannot be implemented due to the lack of institutional guarantee for schools educating the most deprived children.

In 2010, remedial education and talent support became the focus. While rhetorically not contradicting EU principles, dual centralisation was manifested to gain control over schools, eliminating their autonomy. The current right-wing government has refrained from forcing integration. Focusing on “social demand”, it has made massive investments and reforms in education for economic performance: compensatory courses to primary school, and in vocational education, vocational training, secondary provision of qualifications, reduction of school failure, and improvement of the accessibility of cultural values in small municipalities and equal opportunities. The involvement in informal learning of cultural institutions and entrepreneurial stakeholders is illustrated by the Chamber of Commerce and Industry’s increasing role in shaping VET policy.

Contrary to all other partners, Hungary plans to reduce compulsory school age (18 to 16), compensating for it by the expansion of secondary education through free-of-charge full-time first vocational qualification, reestablishment of the ‘dual VET model’, training and work experience, VET and adult training development, counselling services, and the development of a core curriculum and examination procedures for the majority of blue-collar job qualifications.
Hungary: Relationship between EU recommendations and country-specific ESL policies and initiatives

The ESL policies and practices are characterized by a good deal of ambiguity. On the one hand, Hungary as a member state of the European Union subscribed to the goal of reducing the ratio of ESL-youth to below 10 per cent by 2020. In line with this goal, measuring the ratio of early school leavers in the 18-24-year-old age group has become part of the yearly statistical reports on education and has also been developed as one of the core indicators for monitoring the country’s educational performance, providing a yardstick for the elaboration of country-specific targets in EU-level OMC on education and training. On the other hand, a strange duality has evolved: while occupying an important aspect in external relations, the concept of ESL is entirely missing from the domestic policy-making and also from the public discourse on tensions and problems in education and training. Instead, there are two clusters of concepts that navigate the evolving policies and programs with direct relationship to early school leaving.

Firstly, it has been widely recognised by experts and teachers alike that dropping out in the last phase of compulsory education (affecting mainly the 14-17-year-old population and relating to structural problems in vocational training) has been on an increase; secondly, the complexity of factors behind the educational failures of Roma youth manifesting itself in the intergenerational reproduction of low schooling and the lack of qualification are considered as a prime area for policy and action for reducing educational inequalities and exclusion from quality schooling as well as for moving toward inter-ethnic integration.

It follows from the indicated duality of the concepts and approaches that neither the target groups nor the policies for reaching out are harmonized between the European and the national/local levels. While Hungary’s yearly reports on ESL recurrently show relatively low rates (around 11.5 per cent) of ESL among the 18-24-year-old cohort, these favourable figures leave in the dark the worsening trends of falling enrolment and increasing drop-out rates in vocational training, and do not address the intensification of harsh segregation of Roma children in primary education (and the consequential deterioration of competence indicators, class repetition and early leave) either (Kertesi-Kezdi 2010).

The departure between the external and internal framing of the problem induces a rather disturbing divergence in policy-focuses and also in the recommended means for improvement. From a European-level approach to ESL, it is issues of higher education and the various forms of continuation of vocational training that are the domains where schooling for the 18-24-year-old group should be meliorated by various means.

At the same time, the complexity of problems ranging from poverty and segregation to being deprived of the right to continued education are affecting the younger group of youth (the 14-17-year-olds), especially the Roma among them. The national- and local-level policies and measures that are recommended emphasise the primacy of early childhood education and care, and thus focus on preschools and primary education.

In addition, these latter policies can establish a bridge toward understanding ESL: in accordance with the invigorating European-level expert debates about the phenomenon, interest in early childhood education and in complex measures against poverty and social exclusion has been on a rise in domestic research and planning (in accordance with similar developments across Europe).
Target groups are socially, culturally or economically disadvantaged students, Roma and marginalised non-Roma, 14-17 year-olds (in particular those who are 15 years old), children with major skills deficiencies, and young people without education and training who face unemployment and poverty (see Szalai and Kende 2013).

**Austria**

Austria is affected by the transformation of industrial society into a knowledge-based society and has not only followed but even furthered the European Commission recommendations because of the concern for the strong impact of the socio-economic background upon educational success and on its lower-than-EU-average national PISA results.

The employment situation is rather good in Austria when compared with other partner countries and the EU average. The integration in the labour market of qualified 25-54 years old is high but is more difficult for unqualified and older employees and especially hard on less qualified school leavers. This is aggravated by the economic crisis and the increasing differences in income according to social groups. To integrate persons with low qualifications into the labour market, the national-federal initiative in adult education, which offers the chance to complete education free-of-charge, has been introduced.

Socio-economic changes also affect young persons’ transition from school to work. There are increasing demands for basic qualifications, comprehensive knowledge of ICT and special qualifications in the occupational field. These developments make it especially hard on less qualified school leavers to become integrated into the labour and training systems. Despite increasing demands on young people moving from school into vocational training, youth unemployment in Austria is, when compared with the EU-27 average, the second lowest after Germany.

The relatively low youth unemployment rate in Austria is considered to be primarily due to the dual system and the integration of young people into different school and training programmes that have been implemented; e.g. apprenticeship training guarantee, supra-company apprenticeship, coaching for apprentices, apprenticeship with upper secondary school leaving certificates, modular apprenticeship training, and production schools and integrated vocational training for youth with special educational needs, to mention some of the most important measures.

The implemented measures at ISCED Level 0-2 also aim to affect socio-economic changes and to prevent ESL: a compulsory, free-of-charge kindergarten year, language skills assessment and individual assistance at kindergarten level, more childcare facilities, competence-based instruction, more efforts towards full-day care in schools, youth coaching, and social work at schools and new middle schools. Following EU guidance, the new secondary school is achievement-oriented and based on individual assistance.

The investment in the quality of general education goes hand in hand with an emphasis on basic competences and re-integration into the primary labour market. This is aimed at bridging the worlds of school and labour and preparing students for tertiary education, by means of effective planning of education paths implemented on the basis of autonomy and personal responsibility.
Research on Early School Leaving in Austria

Early school leaving has serious consequences for the individual and for society. While its effects have not been sufficiently examined by Austrian studies so far, and the available data are often not detailed enough to draw valid conclusions, the following aspects are addressed.

**Impact on individuals**

The most frequently discussed effect is the employment effect, i.e. the consequences with regard to chances on the labour market. Early school leavers are 3.5 times more likely to be unemployed than people who have completed secondary education (ISCED 3-4). If they do find jobs, these are mostly dull and low paid. Studies show that the situation deteriorated considerably from 2004 to 2008, and poor labour market opportunities are inevitably linked with a higher risk of poverty.

Labour market marginalisation is viewed as an exclusion experience with severe consequences, which can reach into other essential areas of life and can include unsatisfactory housing, limited autonomy, dependence on parental and/or other assistance, or insufficient resources to become independent or start a family.

Studies of early school leavers’ habitus report on the stigma experience and reconstruct six different coping strategies, describing these as six habitus types with a common stigmatisation thread. Their everyday experiences remind these people of their poor positioning in the social space and can lead to social withdrawal (Nairz-Wirth 2011). One study describes the relevance of close social relationships as prerequisite for life satisfaction, which is significantly lower for dropouts or young people with only compulsory education than for their better educated counterparts. It also shows that job/profession and housing situation have the strongest influence on general satisfaction. These factors are rarely satisfactory for early school leavers, reinforcing the close connection between life satisfaction and education. Other studies examine the mental consequences of early school leaving and show that failure at school reduces self-esteem, which can, in turn, affect well-being and health.

**Impact on society**

The EU’s Lisbon Strategy 2000 emphasises the importance of education, knowledge, research, and development. A high proportion of low-skilled workers and early school leavers is costly and has negative effects on economic growth. While there are no figures available on the monetary costs of early school leaving, the 2012 Austrian Education Report maintains that annual GNP growth could be raised by half a percentage point if all students had at least minimal competences (400 points in the PISA test). This alone would increase national income by 976 billion euros by 2090.

Other studies present the costs of early school leaving, and show that almost half of early school leavers (ISCED 0-3c) in Austria need over two years to join the labour market. In comparison, only 10% of students who have completed at least minimum secondary education (ISCED 3a-4) take so long to find work.

A further study of the costs of early school leaving emphasizes that these cannot be measured in monetary terms alone. The full impact of the inadequate integration of young people into the education and employment systems could entail a number of socio-political risks and could, for instance, threaten social cohesion, reproduce social inequalities, reduce confidence in society and its institutions, curtail political participation, erode democracy, increase right-wing tendencies and give rise to increased crime. These risks have, as yet, not been examined systematically in Austria. (Nairz-Wirth/Meschnig/Gitschthaler 2011).
Educational opportunities, especially for disadvantaged populations and low achievers from migrant backgrounds, are meant to improve social permeability, education levels and access to the labour market, and require the involvement of several stakeholders.

Target groups are young people without compulsory or lower secondary schooling, young persons leaving education at the end of compulsory schooling, dropouts from upper-secondary education, early school leavers, young people with low competencies in reading, writing and mathematics, young persons (15- to 24-year olds) outside the education and employment systems, adults whose educational capital and job-market qualifications are below the required standard, 9th graders (i.e. students in their last year of compulsory schooling) and youth with special needs who are difficult to employ (see Nairz-Wirth, Gitschthaler & Brkic 2013).

Conclusion

The political shift from 'left wing' to 'right wing' governments has been experienced in some of the selected countries during the period under consideration, notably in Portugal, Spain, United Kingdom, Sweden and Hungary. This political shift has been, in some cases, translated into a move from the concern about inequalities and social exclusion to the implementation of reforms concentrating mostly on the relevance of the link between education and the labour market.

In line with the EU 2020 general and country specific targets and recommendations, the linkage between education and the labour market seems to be the most favoured strategy to deal with youth educational problems and their labour insertion and social inclusion in the countries surveyed. In general, policy measures have been taken to frame the educational mandate to produce employable subjects, sometimes reducing the price of labour and lowering salaries, and on reforms of vocational training.

In this matter, one side of the educational debate consists of the proponents of non-academic vocational tracks, who stress that not all pupils want to pursue university and maintain that they must have the opportunity to attend educational tracks that interest them; they also argue that the reform will probably increase the completion rates. The other side of the debate is represented by the critics of the reform, who argue that it might result in weaker knowledge in academic subjects, decreasing students’ possibilities to continue to higher education.
V. Goals, drivers and rationales of youth policies with regard to ESL

By identifying and comparing the ‘drivers’ and the ‘rationales’ underpinning the policy-making and implementation of policies, we aim to shed some light onto the education field under consideration.

Policy ‘drivers’ in policy making act as legitimating instances of both discourses and political practices, i.e., they put forward broader goals to be addressed (Knight 2004; Edler et al 2009) than those addressed by specific policy and measures. Examples are ‘meeting labour market needs’, ‘quality enhancement and assurance’, ‘promoting qualification of the human resources’, and providing ‘full education for all’. These drivers are to justify and bring legitimacy to the pursuit of specific policy objectives.

Analytically, the aim is to distinguish between drivers and rationales. Rationales are the assumptions that promote the values legitimating the policy-making and the implementation process developed by particular political instruments. Rationales are the ultimate instances making sense of political choices in education: ‘social justice’, ‘economic competitiveness’, ‘enhancement and consolidation of citizenry’.

This draws on the classical distinction between politics and policies. Rationales refer to the set of values that endorse political choices. Policy and its goals are to be understood by linking rationales, policy drivers and policy goals.

For analytical purposes, drivers were classified as ‘political’. (e.g. emphasis on the European or national agendas), ‘economic’ (e.g. emphasis on the development of the economy and on the links to the labour market), ‘educational’ (e.g. development of the individual and cultural dimensions, acquisition of educational skills) and ‘social’ (e.g. equality, equity, equal opportunities, social inclusion, social cohesion, well-being, personal autonomy).

The aim was to identify the dominant drivers as expressed by main decision-makers and recent political-legal documents, and to make visible the similarities and differences between countries. While recognising that these drivers appear in the national contexts with different weights and combinations, we aimed at grasping and identifying those that hegemonically inform and shape policy-making and implementation.

Rationales (that are not always explicit) of the way in which dominant drivers consign and refer to a set of values and worldviews emerged from the interpretation. Actors’ talks and texts can be classified as political, economic, educational and social, as well.

In Table 1, dominant drivers and rationales of policy-makers and official texts are identified within the period 2010-2013. Table 2 identifies drivers and rationales as expressed by different education stakeholders, i.e. associations, local authorities and leaders of on-going projects in the same period. From both tables it is possible to gain a perspective on

- the drivers underpinning ESL-related policy-making and policy implementation
- the perceptions of various stakeholders about European policies
- the perspectives and tensions among stakeholders about drivers and rationales on ESL
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Goals/Drivers</th>
<th>Rationales</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Belgium     | • youth employment and labour market insertion; being competitive in the current knowledge economy  
• reducing social stratification and enhancing social mobility opportunities                                                                                                                                       | • economic competitiveness  
• social justice                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  |
| United Kingdom | • reducing youth unemployment/NEET figures by raising attainment and improving young people's labour market opportunities                                                                                   | • assumption of direct link between educational outcomes and labour market opportunities  
• free market principles in education as a mechanism for raising attainment                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           |
| Sweden      | • increasing competences to adjust to the labour market by means of vocational tracks and skills directed at children and youth with social problems, disabilities and migrants | • adjustment to the labour market  
• reduction of social inequalities and social exclusion                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       |
| Portugal    | • lowering the age of vocational training in education for the school "less able" populations  
• reducing costs in education                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      | • reinforcement of the link between education and the labour market within a neo-meritocratic conservative view                                                                                                                                                                                                                     |
| Netherlands | • reducing social exclusion, youth unemployment and invest in knowledge economy                                                                                                                                                  | • increase quality of education,  
• reinforcement of the link between education and the labour market                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             |
| Poland      | • equal access to universal, uniform and free education  
• ESL as not a priority of educational policy                                                                                                                                                                                                                              | • ESL as a problem of specific groups  
• reinforcement of the link between education and the labour market within a neo-meritocratic conservative view  
• reduction of social exclusion and inequalities                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 |
| Spain       | • improving graduation rates at the end of compulsory education  
• reducing youth unemployment                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         | • ESL not seen as the main problem of youth education  
• major concern about NEET youth                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                |
| Hungary     | • improving graduation rates at the end of compulsory education  
• reducing youth unemployment                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         | • ESL as a problem of specific groups                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  |
| Austria     | • improving education/training conditions and increasing qualification levels of disadvantaged children/youth  
• youth employment and labour market insertion                                                                                                                                                                                                                           | • fight social exclusion, poverty and inequality of educational opportunities  
• reduction of follow-up costs (economic and social) due to inadequate education                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   |
Firstly, this table only refers to goals/drivers and rationales outlined between 2010 and 2013 in the context of the ‘European crisis’, as mentioned above. Hence, in general, they were identified as being of ‘economic’ nature. We do not deny that pervasive economic drivers and rationales have been informing education policies before the recent crisis. However, the financial and economic crisis brought with it an overemphasis on the economy, enhancing its influence on social and educational policy making.

Secondly, the majority of the selected countries appear to concentrate their ‘drivers’ in seeing school education (and education at large) as an instrument for the labour market. The following drivers appear to mark the political agendas: marketisation of the education and training system (UK); the increase of competences to adjust to the labour market by means of vocational tracks and skills (SW); the lowering of the age of vocational training in education for the school “less able” population (PT); the increase of employability of youth (SP); education based on competences for labour (HU).

In UK, the last three decades have been marked by constant ideology-driven policy interventions promoting the marketisation of the education system, managerialism, increasing school autonomy, and a discourse of individual aspirations, choice and responsibility. While the New Labour government introduced a number of reforms explicitly aimed at combating social exclusion and social inequalities in education along neo-liberal education reforms, the Coalition government seems to have fully adopted the ideals of neo-liberalism. (UK, Final Report, 2013: 37).

The concern about the labour market can also be identified in Portugal, as well as in the Netherlands. In Portugal, the current government justified the disinvestment in areas such as project work, citizenship and artistic education, by the need to prioritise the articulation between education and labour. The emphasis on vocational education is visible also in Sweden, Spain and Austria. This major driver - as it is ‘driving’ the influence of an ‘economic’ rationale in education policies - reflects the rationale that education ‘should’, more or less directly, serve the value of labour market ‘needs’ and employability.

This emphasis might, at least partially, be related to the 2000 Lisbon Strategy and to the EU 2020 strategy (see above) to modernise its social system to promote economic growth. However, this agenda formally puts a similar emphasis on drivers related to sustainability as well as to the importance of education to deal with social exclusion and to promote social cohesion. Moreover, in this analysis, it becomes clear that when talking about ESL, as in Hungary, Portugal, Poland, policy makers and official documents appear to assume that ESL is associated with specific groups - immigrants, ethnic minorities (e.g. Roma), or ‘less able’ people.

The white working classes appear not to be mentioned. Regarding the specific groups mentioned, drivers are the ‘improvement of qualifications of disadvantaged populations to respond to the needs of the labour market’ (AU) or ‘increase competences to adjust to the labour market by means of vocational tracks and skills directed at children and youth with social problems, disabilities and migrants’ (SW). The critical question seems to be: what are the social and political assumptions underlying this link between ethnicity or immigration and ESL? Integration in the labour market seems to be the answer, as the policies and drivers informing the struggle against ESL appear to converge on the matching of social and economic concerns by means of education - and vice versa.
Finally, drivers other than these can also be identified, in spite of the fact that they are not dominant. In Belgium, along with the influence of the economic driver, a ‘social/educational’ driver of reducing social stratification and enhancing social mobility opportunities appears as a distinct one. These drivers are in line with political perspectives of the social democrats’/green parties’ (and to a lesser extent the Christian Democrats’) on social equality. However, the latter are underrepresented, both in terms of public discourses and in terms of seats in the Flemish Parliament. In the same vein, the educational driver in the Polish case (‘compulsory education and schooling, universal, uniform and free education’) can also be pointed out.

Table 7 also reveals the articulation between drivers and rationales. Apparently, the economic rationales and the emphasis on the need to relate education and training to the labour market needs are dominant. Social and educational rationales also come into play, we argue, by resolving social and educational issues by means of their articulation with the economy and labour market, and vice-versa.

Table 8 presents a selection of drivers and rationales of state and non-state local stakeholders. It results from a methodological concern about gathering the diversity of voices at different levels and shows the lack of consensus within and between levels of political construction.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Drivers</th>
<th>Rationales</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Belgium      | • maintenance of early tracking to keep the top-position in the OECD ranking and to provide the labour market with high performers.  
• postponement of pupils tracking to combat high social stratification in educational outcomes and ESL rates (social democrats/greens) | • economic/competition  
• social and educational equality |
|              | • reduction of social and educational inequalities                      | • social and educational equality                |
|              | • reducing the hierarchical structure of educational tracks              | • ‘empowerment’ of educational professionals     |
|              | • reinforcement of professionals’ roles in school and study choice, as well as parental and student roles in study choice |                                                |
|              | • reinforcement of teachers’ role                                        |                                                |

Table 8 presents a selection of drivers and rationales of state and non-state local stakeholders. It results from a methodological concern about gathering the diversity of voices at different levels and shows the lack of consensus within and between levels of political construction.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stakeholders</th>
<th>United Kingdom</th>
<th>Sweden</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Political stakeholders** | - increasing the autonomy of schools and colleges; freeing schools from local authority control (GLA)  
- closer co-operation between education and the business sector (GLA)  
- provision of relevant skills to young people (GLC) | - raising the role of knowledge to the detriment of competences  
- academic knowledge as an investment of the future of the country |
| **Educational stakeholders** | - enhancement of vocational training (local authority, LC)  
- equipping young people with relevant skills (LA, LC)  
- raising academic attainment to the detriment of vocation education and training (LC) | - introduction of perspectives other than those of the labour market  
- social mobility through higher education |
| **Social stakeholders** | - closer co-operation between education and training and the business sector (youth workers)  
- raising academic attainment to the detriment of vocation education and training (youth workers)  
- adapt policymaking to the needs of young people and the economy (youth worker)  
- address the needs of the young people facing the economic crisis (youth charity) | - preparation for the labour market  
- academic achievements and qualifications more valuable  
- young people at the core |

**Notes:**
- GLA: Greater London Authority
- LA: Local Authority
- LC: Local Council
- YW: Youth Worker
- YC: Youth Charity
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Educational/Social Stakeholders</th>
<th>Economic Stakeholders</th>
<th>Portugal</th>
<th>Economic stakeholders</th>
<th>Economic stakeholders</th>
<th>Economic stakeholders</th>
<th>Economic stakeholders</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• educational certification (project leader)</td>
<td>• reinforcement of continuous vocational training (AIP)</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Education and social inclusion</td>
<td>• economic: labour productivity, business competitiveness and workers’ remuneration</td>
<td>• economic: labour productivity, business competitiveness and workers’ remuneration</td>
<td>• economic: labour productivity, business competitiveness and workers’ remuneration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• inclusion of disadvantaged communities by way of non-formal education (project leader)</td>
<td>• improvement of the qualification of Portuguese human resources in formal education (AIP)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• integration through alternative learning (2nd chance educ.)</td>
<td>• retrieval of students who are getting behind (AIP)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• make school paths meaningful (art school)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• vocational education as alternative to mainstream education (vocational school)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• teacher’s intercultural awareness (intercultural teachers association)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Education and social inclusion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Economic stakeholders</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Reinforcement of continuous vocational training (AIP)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Improvement of the qualification of Portuguese human resources in formal education (AIP)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Retrieval of students who are getting behind (AIP)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Economic stakeholders</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Improve macro efficacy in vocational education (adapt education offer to labour market demands)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Increase motivation of students</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Obtainment of basic qualification by close collaboration between municipality, schools, social workers, and business sector</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Social and educational inclusion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country</td>
<td>Political/Educational/Social Stakeholders</td>
<td>Economic Stakeholders</td>
<td>Educational Stakeholders</td>
<td>Economic Stakeholders</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>• address school failure and poor qualifications &lt;br&gt;• diversification of the students achievement and post compulsory training</td>
<td>• diversification of the training offer and adaptation to the labour market</td>
<td>• address Roma youth educational failure (teachers) &lt;br&gt;• raise the schooling and education of the new generation (teachers)</td>
<td>• inter-ethnic integration &lt;br&gt;• resist the intergenerational reproduction of social and educational</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>• reduction of compulsory school age &lt;br&gt;• reduction of schooling for poor, mainly Roma, children &lt;br&gt;• provision of discipline and basic skills, mainly Roma children &lt;br&gt;• dual vocational school and vocational examination &lt;br&gt;• increase the number of students in vocational schools</td>
<td>• labour market as part of the solution &lt;br&gt;• school to compensate ‘deficient’ family background &lt;br&gt;• exclusion of the most problematic students &lt;br&gt;• social and educational segregation</td>
<td>• structural education reform &lt;br&gt;• strengthen the economy &lt;br&gt;• early childhood education, structural education reform</td>
<td>• preventing labour market exclusion &lt;br&gt;• empowerment of young people &lt;br&gt;• collaboration between schools and enterprises</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>• improvement of the qualification of young people &lt;br&gt;• adaption of qualification to the labour market &lt;br&gt;• promotion of basic competences</td>
<td>• introduction of education standards and promotion of basic competences &lt;br&gt;• emphasis should clearly be shifted onto prevention &lt;br&gt;• school desegregation/equal educational opportunity</td>
<td>• social and educational quality &lt;br&gt;• youth employment</td>
<td>• educational and social inclusion &lt;br&gt;• employability</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8 - Selection of drivers and rationales of state and non-state local stakeholders
When comparing Table 7 and Table 8, a more nuanced picture concerning drivers and rationales becomes visible. Local state and non-state stakeholders express the importance of a 'close collaboration between school and business sector'. However, others express drivers such as responding to young people 'aspirations', 'youth empowerment', or bringing 'young people at the core'.

The majority of educational stakeholders – project leaders, representatives of education and cultural associations, local educational authorities - appear to hold to such drivers. Rationales such as ‘social and educational equality’ and ‘education and social inclusion’ are expressed more frequently and are shared by several educational, social and political stakeholders. However, one is aware that the social concern may also be built on the basis of a ‘deficit’ perspective, which labels minority students and their families negatively and hinders assumptions about assimilation.

Therefore, commonalities as well as distinct forms of expressing drivers and rationales are traceable between Tables 7 and 8. How can these commonalities be defined? How should they be interpreted? Moreover, looking at the distinct drivers, how are they voiced and enacted in the dominant drivers identified above? In what ways are ‘alternative’ drivers configured and influenced by the ‘powerful’ drivers? How to interpret tensions between and among them?

Tensions in actors’ drivers and rationales

Tensions can be found in stakeholders’ drivers and rationales within countries and in the European Union. These strains go beyond the simple polar oppositions - e.g. between educational development and labour market integration.

Educational, social or economic stakeholders do not always share common views on education that may be seen as a group perspective. Illustrating this diversity, evident clashes may be found between economic and educational stakeholders as in Hungary, but the rhetoric about educational and social inclusion may be shared by these categories of actors in other countries (e.g. Portugal), however, with different meanings.

The main tensions seem to emerge between the search for equality and equity - with a view to social and educational justice - and the provision of qualifications, allowing the entrance into the labour market, with a view to individual and social competitiveness. These tensions relate to the fact that they vacillate between the focus on the individual and on the knowledge economy.

The focus on individuals seems to be based on the view that increasing qualifications will enhance the individuals’ opportunities for well-being and personal achievement (UK and NL), whereas the focus on knowledge economy aims at the economic growth of the country and the attainment or maintenance of a comfortable position within the EU (the view of Flemish nationalists in Belgium). In the Dutch case, this tension is replicated between promoters of basic qualification (to increase economic and social integration, political and economic stakeholders) and their antagonists, mainly social stakeholders, who assume that not everyone is capable of achieving the basic qualification, which means they are excluded.
Different statements were voiced, bringing to the fore three main ideas related to the social justice rationale: i) the need to provide different education to pupils, to assure they are empowered to deal with their life chances (UK London); ii) the social and educational integration of immigrant and Roma students, addressing their educational needs and keeping them in education from early age to higher education (Poland); iii) and the idea that school failure and ESL are unavoidable for some groups and individuals and that early entrance into the labour market may be the solution (e.g. economic stakeholder from Hungary).

Other tensions are present in the reform of education in the diverse countries. The reduction of the hierarchical structure of educational tracks (as pointed out in the Belgium Report) might be in tension with educational injustice and exclusion. In the selected countries, early tracking by means of early vocational training may bring about social and educational stratification and the reproduction of social inequalities.

This means that the promise of social mobility, by way of education, may be imperilled, especially in terms of social cohesion. The aim to include minority segregated children in education and the labour market can also be in tension with the diversification of vocational offer, as argued by some educational stakeholders. The latter are aware of the mismatch between training and job opportunities (Spain). While academic paths are increasingly valued, VET – under its diversified forms - is still a ‘poor’ educational ‘option’ in terms of social and labour market recognition (Portugal, Spain).

In recent years, most countries have made the attempt to raise the age of conclusion of compulsory education (e.g. Portugal), whereas some stakeholders argue for the need to lower the compulsory education age allowing earlier labour market insertion (e.g. economic stakeholder in Hungary). Stakeholders from other countries demand that knowledge rather than skills should be at the core of education, as skills-based education may have negative consequences for the country (e.g. Sweden local governing body).

The Belgian, Spanish and Austrian cases are examples where different political parties accentuate different dimensions of the educational policy drivers, bringing to the fore the tension between the economic rationale of competitiveness and the combat against social stratification.

In sum, the analysis shows that there are tensions concerning drivers and rationales underpinning ESL policies. In some cases, they assume potentially violent consequences in social and individual terms, as in school segregation of immigrant and minority groups, challenging European values and citizenship.
VI. Resistance processes to EU initiatives

The Lisbon Strategy, Europe 2020 and EU instruments and/or comparison such as the European Qualification Framework (EQF), the OECD Program for International Student Assessment (PISA), the Trends in International Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS) and the Progress in International Reading Literacy Study (PIRLS) are taken as reference by the countries involved and have an impact on the national discussions and positioning in terms of education. Policy implementation, including on ESL, relates to the use of international benchmarks and recommendations setting targets and developing national and regional strategies. Moreover, in several participating countries, poor or lack of awareness of EU policies is common among local actors and much less evident among actors at the national level, who revealed deeper knowledge about it. This unbalance can be associated with diverse levels of resistance and implementation deriving from the fact that some EU funds and initiatives are partly provided through national funding processes. As mentioned in the Hungarian Report, the European Social Fund (ESF) is seen as relevant but the distribution of resources and its bureaucratic features may be questioned, as it builds on and leads to uneven access.

Inclusion plans, plans against poverty, and against ESL are being developed in parallel throughout the different countries as national expressions of the EU guidance. The extension of compulsory education and the concern about qualifications to ease labour insertion are also common features in countries’ educational systems, mirroring EU proposals and targets, and are re-contextualised within different national realities.

However, resistance to implementation may arise from the so-called “soft binding” of European measures, where there are less formal forms of controlling the achievements agreed upon, and from difficulties of communication among the different levels of decision-making, as highlighted in the Dutch Report. The stakeholders in the Netherlands were aware of initiatives and EU funding available for reducing ESL, however, they were also worried about the administrative workload and knowledge required to apply for such EU funding. Also, as mentioned in the Portuguese and Spanish reports, resistance emerges from the changes in management principles of the education systems, fostered by changes in governments and legislation. As these changes are expected to introduce structural and procedural transformations, actors apparently resist becoming involved in projects whose development could be at stake.

In Belgium, resistance rises from the tension between the construction of a knowledge economy and the educational need to reduce ESL. This tension concentrates mostly around the translation of the European Qualification Framework (EQF) into the goals of Flemish education and requirements for attaining a qualification (more focus on the demand from the labour market or a broader/ emancipatory education for all). Another example is the resistance to EU desegregation initiatives by Swedish schools. Segregation has increased in recent years in line with free school choice. In the Netherlands, local actors’ resistance to EU initiatives relates to the definition of the basic qualification, seen by some of them as unrealistic in its feasibility.

In some countries, as emphasised by the Austrian report, EU initiatives may raise political resistance from political parties that see it as undue EU interference in national matters. Furthermore, in Hungary there is a clash between EU priorities and national priorities.
VII. Policy initiatives and ‘good practices’ in reducing early school leaving

The countries’ reports organised their views on EU influence on policy initiatives and ‘good practices’ in reducing ESL based on the following three perspectives: i) external influence of the EU; ii) relationship with particular EU recommendations and programs; iii) sporadic or no references to EU recommendations.

In general, ‘good practices’ are described as on going, or recently completed and examined by academic researchers or by agencies. The unawareness regarding their impact, if any, is also mentioned due to lack of systematic assessment. Critical perspectives are mobilised in their analysis. The practices’ actual contribution or willpower to combat ESL is reported, taking into consideration prevention, remediation and compensation measures. Notably in the Netherlands, but also in other countries, the close collaboration between different stakeholders was mentioned as an important contextual factor with positive impact on the implementation of ‘good practices’ in ESL, both by making early signalling and prevention of drop out more feasible and in finding remediation and compensation responses.

Three general guidelines predominate in the design and objectives of policy initiatives and ‘good practices’ in the country partners: academic orientation to provide compulsory and post compulsory education; labour market orientation to provide labour market integration, and social integration/inclusion. Regardless of their orientation, these ‘good practices’ project the general objective to raise the educational level and the level of professional qualifications and skills to ensure integration into the labour market, under the rationale of the articulation between education and labour. Even if manifold, policy initiatives and ‘good practices’ reveal different drivers: educational - academic orientation, academic success, economic - labour market orientation, and social - social integration and inclusion, in response to ESL causes and symptoms.

Whereas several examples of policy initiatives and ‘good practices’ were provided in countries reports, we can only present an illustrative selection.

Economic goals/‘drivers’

The relationship between education and the labour market is also used as a guideline by a number of policy initiatives and ‘good practices’. Young people categorized as NEET (Not in Education, Employment and Training) are particularly targeted. The return to education and the integration in the workplace are on the basis of the design of these ‘good practices’. This is the case, for example, with A Ray of Hope – The children’s program of the National Public Foundation for Employment (Hungary); apprenticeship training guarantee, coaching for apprentices, production schools, supra-company apprenticeships (Austria); the OKO-Trajectories (Belgium); or the apprenticeship programmes led by industrial and entrepreneurial organisations (in Portugal).

Helping young people return to any kind of education or training and their insertion in apprenticeship in the work place are the concerns underlying practices - besides the ones just pointed out above - such as the local programme The Barnet Skills, Employment and Enterprise Action Plan (UK); Employment Market Qualified Assistant Training (Netherlands); New Perspectives (Poland); Joves per L’ocupació – Sumat (Catalonia); and some features of the reform of upper secondary schools in diverse countries (notably in Sweden) with an amplified connection to the labour market by means of increased training and apprenticeship activities.
**Social goals/‘drivers’**

Other ‘good practices’ are more focused on the social dimensions: dealing with young people’s problematic relationships with schooling (leavers or at risk of leaving), pursuing goals that focus either on getting compulsory education or in getting non mandatory educational degrees. Good examples of a preventive type are Stay on Track (Antwerp, BE); reception classes (Netherlands); programme for the Roma Community (Poland, Portugal); support to schools and to young people at risk of being excluded from schools (UK); mentorship to support pupils at risk of year repetition (Sweden). Good compensatory examples are CVOs (Second Chance Adult Education Centres, in Belgium), POSA-T’HI (Take Over, Spain); and apprenticeship courses with upper secondary school leaving certificate (Austria). Some remediation measures also incorporating the ‘good practices’ should be mentioned. Dobbantó (spring-board), a Hungarian adaptation of the ‘First Things First’ US program, and other programmes providing education for young people excluded from schools (notably in the UK).

The reinforcement of social bounds is also on the basis of some ‘good practices’. This is the case of teachers that drive and pick pupils up when they do not show up at school (Sweden); Truancy Phone/School Phone (Ghent); Social Work in Schools and Youth Coaching (Austria). Other examples aimed at enacting the construction of institutional networks are the Smooth Transition (in Netherlands) and the Preventative NEET programmes (in the UK): young people identified as NEETs are visited at home by representatives of the local councils in ‘door-knocking sessions’ in order to re-engage them in education or training. Still others, directed at the provision of services that ensure school attendance and attainment are the full-day care in schools and the New Secondary School (in Austria), ‘Wings’ (Poland), and the enlargement of preschool provision by private non-profit organizations (in Portugal).

For analytical reasons, the ‘good practices’ have been organised into three main categories to incorporate the educational, economic and social emphasis in response to ESL. Moreover, we tried to accentuate these practices’ prevention, remediation and compensation nature. However, it is important to highlight that there are overlaps in these categories and that the illustrative selection does not manage to encompass the great diversity of ‘good practices’ promoted by the participating partner countries.
VIII. Conclusion

The development and implementation of education policies and political instruments dealing with ESL after the Lisbon Strategy (2000) and building towards achieving the targets of the EU 2020 Strategy (2010) in this publication take into account the interactions of supranational, national and local institutions involving the reconfiguration of educational governance and regulation within the globally structured agenda for education. The analysis has shown that the definition, steering and implementation of policies and public action is informed by the international setting and enrolls increasingly more stakeholders in and with the state in a multiple scale governance (super-national, national and sub-national).

The analysis also shows that Europeanisation takes place on the basis of countries’ diverse interpretation and implementation of a common grammar, by means of the national policy and under the framework of programs of cooperation, support, research and development set by different international organisations and with EU funding, evaluation systems and soft law. Moreover, the analysis of the goals, ‘drivers’ and rationales underpinning education and social policies related to ESL suggests that the economic concern prevails over educational and social goals. In spite of the fact that in some countries, such as UK and the Netherlands, this concern is more visible, in others the encompassing discourse on the need to respond to the new labour market needs is pervasive. In Belgium and Poland, for instance, this driver is more nuanced as social and educational concerns could also be identified. In Austria, both economic and social drivers can be identified.

The study also allows underlining a close relationship between social and economic policies, on the one hand, and educational policies, on the other. In line with the Lisbon Strategy, education is pointed out simultaneously as a factor of economic competition and a factor of social cohesion. In this sense, ‘drivers’ and ‘rationales’ identified are to be seen in a continuum where tensions between social and educational goals and new labour market needs are present to diverse degrees. Notwithstanding, educational and social drivers and rationales addressing equality of opportunities and educational development are uncommon.

When looking at the level of local stakeholders, the picture is apparently more nuanced. The educational concern with youth development and empowerment becomes more visible. This might be explained by those interviewees’ individual contexts and their proximity to the field. However, even at this level, tensions between drivers and rationales are to be signalled, reflecting actors’ roles and commitments – i.e. there are differences between local authorities and project leaders. The majority of the people interviewed expressed ‘drivers’ and ‘rationales’ that point out the centrality of labour market and labour market integration as an instrument dealing with ESL.

Even if EU influence on ESL policies and measures is neither visible nor recognised by some actors, the ‘soft’ introduction and development of EU ideas is present in all countries involved. Most countries state that there is a widespread view that education is a national remit, an idea stemming from the fact that the EU does not have the power to legislate on education. The rhetoric changes in education were pulled by the EU and were used even in countries where ESL is not identified as an urgent issue, let alone a problem to be addressed.

The current socio-political and economic crisis, together with migration processes and the labour market volatility, have reshaped the ways in which different countries address the educational problem and ESL and try to make the best of EU funding schemes through rhetorical resistance to its ideas and implementation.
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